Who Is Becky With The Good Hair: Rachel
Roy Or Rita Ora?
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Since Beyonce‘s sixth studio album Lemonade was released on Tidal Saturday
night, there is a lyric from her new song “Sorry” that is getting everybody talking.
The rumour mill worthy lyric “He better call Becky with the good hair” hints
Beyonce is dissing the woman who had allegedly had an affair with her husband,
and is fully aware of Jay-Z’s infidelity. Now we want to know, who really
is Becky? Here’s our analysis of the situation
Suspect One Rachel Roy

:

Roy is a celebrity fashion designer whose friends include A-listers, like Kim
Kardashian.
Between 2005 and 2009, Roy was married to Jay-Z‘s former business partner and
manager Damon Dash. There is speculation that Roy is the cause of the infamous
elevator fight between Jay-Z and Bey’s sister Solange Knowles after the MET Gala
in 2014.
Related: Beyonce Releases Visual Album ‘Lemonade’
After Beyonce’s visual album Lemonade aired on HBO, the fashion designer posted
a photo on Instagram with the caption: “Good hair don’t care, but we will take good
lighting, for selfies, or self truths, always” – further igniting the rumour that Roy is
in fact “Becky”, the other woman in the relationship.
Since receiving passionate backlash from Beyhive fans, Roy has since changed her
Instagram account to private and took to Twitter to on Sunday to respond to all the
haters.

I respect love, marriages, families and strength. What shouldn't be
tolerated by anyone, no matter what, is bullying, of any kind.
— Rachel Roy (@Rachel_Roy/ Twitter) April 24, 2016
Fans are so invested and furous at what Roy “did” with Jay-Z that some individuals
from the Beyhive changed her Wikipedia biography to say she “died under a
lemonade stand”.
Suspect Two: Rita Ora
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This 25-year old British singer and actress is also rumoured to be another woman
who has caught the eye of the music mogul.
Related: DJ Khaled Joins Beyonce’s Formation World Tour
Ora was spotted in West Hollywood on Monday wearing the exact red Gucci dress
Bey wore in her “Formation” music video. Not to mention she posted a photo of
herself on Snapchat wearing a lemon-patterned bralette, which got the beyhive to
believe that she is “Becky with the good hair.”
But, Ora took to Twitter on Tuesday afternoon, breaking her silence on the cheating
allegations and denying that she “Becky” – “I never usually address tabloid hossip
but let me be clear, these rumours are false.” The ANTM host added she has
“nothing but the utmost respect for Beyonce. Let’s continue enjoying Lemonade.”
Let’s not forget that before the release of Beyonce’s new album, the “Poison”
singer had been linked to the “99 Problems” rapper, being signed to his RocNation
music label. The two were also photographed embracing one another at last year’s
MET Gala.
Who do you really think is Becky? Tweet us your thoughts at @popandpress.

